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THE KING’S MESSAGE TO INDIA

The following is the text of the message from

H.M. The King to India which the Duke of Gloucester will

broadcast from Delhi today at 5 p.m. D.B.S.T:-

I am happy to think that my brother is now paying a visit to India,
that great country which, to my infinite regret, I have not yet had the good
fortune to see, but which I look forward eagerly to visiting when peace prevails

once more* I have asked my brother to deliver to you, the Princes and people
of India, a personal message of greeting and good cheer from myself*

This long and hitter war, which has inevitably impeded the fulfilment of

my hopes for the progress of India along the paths of peace-and freedom, was

none of our seeking. Our cense is indeed a righteous one, and I have been

deeply moved by the way in which India has responded to its appeal. The Princes,
true to their traditions of loyalty and attachment to my Throne, have been

unstinting in their offers of men and money and of personal service. The civil

administration have, for their part, under the inspiring leadership of the

Viceroy and his British and Indian advisers, courageously shouldered their heavy
additional burdens - and they have in this received the zealous support of all

those engaged in production and labour. And yet there is still much to be done.

Time is short* The enemy, is at the gate. But there are few obstacles that

cannot be surmounted by goodwill and co-operation, • Let these then be your

watchwords, both now in this hour of peril, and in the years'of peace which lie

ahead.

I cannot praise too highly the achievements of the fighting men of India,
nor can I say how much I appreciate their loyal and devoted service to their

King-Emperor and their country. The Indian Army has won fresh laurels and new

glory on many battlefields. The odds against them have often been heavy - but

never has their martial spirit been more resolutely or more nobly displayed, I

have also been encouraged to see the growing strength and the fine spirit of the

Royal Indian Navy and the Indian Air Force in the battle line. To those who are

now called upon, as members of the Civil Defence Forces, to stand beside their

fighting comrades, I would .only express my complete confidence that they will

display an equal measure of fortitude and perseverance in the hour of danger.

It is with deep pride that I, as your King-Emperor, join with you, the

millions of men and women of India, in the brotherhood of service. You stand

together to defend your homeland - united in a sacred’ cause. Your task is a

hard one - and, although we are bringing to you all the help in our power, the

dangers that beset you are many. You will meet them, I know, with the courage

and. determination that have marked the pages of Indian history. And with all

my heart I pray that out of this common peril you may draw inspiration to

overcome the impediments that spring from distrust and to lay deep and enduring

the foundations of goodwill on which the destiny of India may safely rest. All

the present toil and suffering will bring their reward when, by the mercy of

Almighty God, the enemy is brought low through our common endeavour, and a just

and lasting peace bestows its blessings on India and the other nations of the

earth.
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